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ABSTRACT
Three-dimensional (3D) seismic, well and biostratigraphic data are integrated to determine the
timing of inversion on the hangingwall of theSouthVikingGraben, o¡shoreNorway.Within the study
area two, NW^SE to NE^SW trending normal faults are developedwhichwere active during a Late
Jurassic rift event. In the hangingwall of these faults asymmetric, 2^5 kmwide anticlines are
developedwhich trend parallel to the adjacent faults and are interpreted as growth folds formed
in response to compressional shortening (inversion) of the syn-rift basin- ¢ll. Marked thickness
variations are observed in Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous growth strata with respect to the
inversion-related folds, with seismic data indicating onlap and thinning of these units across the
folds. In addition, well data suggests that not only are erosional surfaces only locally developed
towards the crests of the folds, but these surfaces may also truncate underlying £ooding surfaces
towards the fold crests.Taken together, these observations indicate that inversion and growth of
inversion-related structures initiated in the late Early Volgian and continued until the Late Albian.
Furthermore, it is demonstrated that individual folds ampli¢ed and propagated laterally through
time, and that fold growthwas not synchronous across the study area.This study demonstrates that
the temporal evolution of structures associatedwith the inversion of sedimentary basins can be
accurately determined through the integration of 3D seismic, well and biostratigraphic data.
Furthermore, this study has local implications for constraining the timing of inversionwithin the
SouthViking Graben during the LateMesozoic.
INTRODUCTION
Basin inversion (herein simply referred to as inversion) in-
volves the compressional or transpressional reactivation
and uplift of a previously extensional basin (see review by
Turner &Williams, 2004). Inversion can occur in a variety
of tectonic settings, and the driving mechanisms are varied
and may include igneous underplating (Brodie & White,
1995), intra-plate compression related to orogenesis (e.g.
Cartwright, 1989) and noncoaxial reactivation of normal
faults (e.g. Bartholomew et al., 1993; Thomas & Coward,
1995). From a geometric and kinematic perspective, seis-
mic (e.g. Glennie & Boueger, 1981; Badley et al., 1989; Low-
ell, 1995; Cor¢eld et al., 1996; Bulnes & McClay, 1998;
Underhill & Paterson, 1998; Davies et al. 2004; Gomez &
Verges, 2005), ¢eld (e.g. Dart et al., 1995; Nemc ok et al.,
1995; Glen et al., 2005) and physical analogue modelling
(e.g.Koopman etal.,1987;McClay,1989;Mitra,1993;Eisen-
stadt & Withjack, 1995; Del Ventisette et al., 2005; Panien
et al., 2005) studies have indicated that inversion typically,
but not always, involves the reverse reactivation of pre-
viously extensional faults, the formation of new thrusts,
reverse faults and fractures of various scales, and uplift,
folding and partial-to-full expulsion of the earlier depos-
ited syn-rift hangingwall stratigraphy. Overall, this struc-
tural recon¢guration results in a change in the structural
polarity within the basin, with previous structural lows
(i.e. hangingwalls depocentres) becoming structural highs
(e.g. growth folds) (Hayward & Graham, 1989; Williams
et al., 1989).
The majority of studies referred to above have focused
on the geometric, kinematic and/or causal mechanisms of
inversion, in particular the relationship between the pri-
mary extensional structures and secondary compressional
structures, the in£uence of basin¢ll lithology on inversion
style, and the relative role of far- ¢eld vs. local stresses.
Conversely, considerably less attention has been given to
determining the timing and duration of inversion events
due to the complete absence of, or poor age constraints
on, coeval growth strata (e.g. Bulnes & McClay, 1998), the
lack of seismic resolution at signi¢cant burial depths (e.g.
Thomas & Coward, 1995; 1996) or the relatively small size
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of outcrops relative to the size of structure under investi-
gation. In these situations, alternative methods such as vi-
trinite re£ectance and/or apatite ¢ssion track analysis
(Roberts, 1989; Samuel et al., 1995), and cross-cutting rela-
tionships between micro- and meso-scale, inversion-re-
lated structures (e.g. Dart et al., 1995; Nemc ok et al., 1995;
Glen et al., 2005) may be utilised to investigate the timing
of inversion. However, where seismic data is of su⁄cient
quality and biostratigraphic data can accurately date the
coeval growth strata, a seismic-stratigraphic approach
can provide detailed information of the timing of inver-
sion events [see methodology utilised by Nygaard et al.
(1983); Cartwright (1989) andGomez &Verges (2005)]. Es-
tablishing the timing of basin inversion is critical to deter-
mining paleo-plate motions, generating regional and local
paleogeographic reconstructions, and assessing the petro-
leum prospectivity of sedimentary basins (see review by
Turner &Williams, 2004).
In this study, 3D seismic re£ection data is integrated
with wireline and biostratigraphic data to determine the
timing of inversion on the hangingwall of theSouthViking
Graben, o¡shoreNorway (Fig.1).High-quality 3D seismic
data allows the geometry and distribution of structural
highs associated with this uplift event to be described,
and through dating and mapping of associated growth
strata, combined with detailed well correlations, it is pos-
sible to time the initiation and duration of the uplift event.
In addition to describing a general method for determining
the timing and duration of inversion events in sedimentary
basins, understanding the timing of compression in the
South Viking Graben is also of major economic signi¢ -
cance, as many of the structures related to this event form
traps for substantial hydrocarbon accumulations (e.g. Cher-
ry, 1993; Branther, 2003; Brehm, 2003; Fletcher, 2003a, b;
also see exploration borehole locations in Fig. 1c). Further-
more, as considerable debate exists as to the exact timing
of inversion in the South Viking Graben, this study also
provides more accurate time constraints on the age of inver-
sion in this part of the basin.TheSouthVikingGraben is an
excellent location in which to conduct this study due to
(i) the availability of good quality 3D seismic data which
allow the geometry and distribution of inversion-related
structures and associated growth-strata to be mapped, (ii)
the availability of well data tied to a biostratigraphic frame-
workwhich allow the age of growth-strata to be determined
and the temporal evolution of the inversion-related struc-
tures to be constrained, and (iii) the relatively lowmagnitude
of shortening associatedwith inversion in the study area (ca.
18%;Thomas & Coward, 1995) which results in the preser-
vation of the structures and related stratigraphic units of
interest (cf. Nygaard et al., 1983; Cartwright, 1989).
TECTONO-STRATIGRAPHIC
FRAMEWORK
It is important to describe the tectono-stratigraphic evo-
lution of the SouthVikingGraben before the Late Jurassic
rift event and subsequent inversion event, as many of the
structures developed before these events in£uenced the
development of the structures discussed here. In addition,
the mechanical properties of some of the stratigraphic
units deposited during these times, especially during the
Late Palaeozoic, strongly in£uenced the later structural
style.
Permian-Triassic
Formation of the South Viking Graben initiated in the
Late Permian to EarlyTriassic in response to a period of
crustal extension (e.g. Pegrum & Ljones, 1984; Glennie,
1990; Coward, 1995; Roberts et al., 1995). During the Late
Permian to Early Triassic rift period, the South Viking
Graben occupied a position along the northern margin of
the Northern Permian Salt Basin where it formed a NE^
SW-trending, fault-bounded embayment (e.g. Glennie,
1990; Ziegler, 1990; Hodgson et al., 1992; Glennie, 1995).
Thick (up to 1154m; Pegrum & Ljones, 1984; Thomas &
Coward,1996) evaporite-rich units of theZechsteinGroup
were deposited in the axial part of the South Viking
Graben at this time. These units passed northwards and
eastwards into carbonate-dominated,‘marginal’ evaporite
facies towards the basin margins (e.g. Glennie, 1990;
Ziegler, 1990; Hodgson et al., 1992). These evaporite-rich
units have been demonstrated to have in£uenced the de-
formation style of the laterMiddle^Late Jurassic rift event
(Pegrum & Ljones, 1984; Thomas & Coward, 1996) and
possibly the subsequent Late Jurassic^Early Cretaceous
inversion event (see below and Thomas & Coward,1996).
Minor westwards thickening and divergence of Late
Triassic units towards the western basin-bounding fault
(herein termed the Graben Boundary Fault; sensu Cherry,
1993) suggests that extension also occurred in the South
VikingGraben at this time, although the magnitude of ex-
tension and subsidence was relatively minor compared
with the earlier Permian and later Jurassic rift events (e.g.
Badley etal., 1988;Glennie,1995;Thomas &Coward,1996).
Deposition during the LateTriassic initially occurred in a
marginal lacustrine environment (SmithBankFormation),
before alluvial fan to high-energy alluvial plain environ-
ments (Skagerrak Formation) became established in the
LateTriassic (e.g. Fischer &Mudge, 1998).
Early Jurassic^Late Jurassic
During theEarly Jurassic, impingement of a mantle plume
at the base of the lithosphere led to the formation of
the Mid-North Sea Dome (e.g. Ziegler, 1990; Underhill &
Partington, 1993), uplift of the South Viking Graben and
erosion/nondeposition of Early Jurassic units. During the
early Middle Jurassic a large delta (the Brent Group), fed
by material derived from the eroded Mid-North Sea
Dome, prograded northwards along (but largely bypassed)
the SouthViking Graben and into the NorthViking Gra-
ben (e.g. Helland-Hansen et al. 1992; Mitchener
et al., 1992).
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During the late Middle Jurassic (Bajocian-Bathonian),
theSouthVikingGrabenwas £oodeddue to a combination
of the collapse of the Mid-North Sea Dome and the reac-
tivation of extensional faults bounding the western margin
of the basin (Thomas&Coward,1996). Flooding of the ba-
sin resulted in shallowmarine deposits (HuginFormation)
overlying £uvial deposits (Sleipner Formation) (Harris &
Fowler, 1987; Cockings et al., 1992) (Fig. 2). Continued
fault-driven subsidence, coupled with a eustatic rise in
sea-level, led to further deepening of the South Viking
Graben during the Late Jurassic, and deposition of shelfal
(Heather Formation) and deep marine (Draupne Forma-
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Fig.1. (a) Simpli¢ed map illustrating the structural setting of and structural terminology for the SouthViking Graben. Only the main
extensional faults related to theLate Jurassic rift event are shown for clarity. Location of the geoseismic section shown in (c) is indicated.
(b) Simpli¢ed structure map illustrating the location of anticlines [as mapped at the Base Cretaceous Unconformity (BCU)] related to
the Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous inversion event.Traces of some of the key faults associatedwith the earlier Late Jurassic rift and
responsible for development of later inversion-related growth folds are also shown. Location of study area is shown in the dashed box.
Modi¢ed fromThomas & Coward (1996). (c) Simpli¢ed geoseismic section across the SouthViking Graben illustrating the main
structural features and their spatial relationships. See (a) for location of section.Modi¢ed fromDavies et al. (1999). EBA, East Brae
Anticline; GA, Gudrun Anticline; BA, Brynhild Anticline;VA,Vilje Anticline; GF, Gudrun Fault; BFN, Brynhild Fault North; BFC,
Brynhild Fault Central; BFS, Brynhild Fault South.
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tion) deposits (Fig. 2). One consequence of ongoing
activity on the Graben Boundary Fault was westward
rotation of the hangingwall and gravity sliding of, and
associated faulting within, theTriassic to Middle Jurassic
succession overlying evaporite-rich units of the Upper
Permian Zechstein Group (Thomas & Coward, 1996).
Faulting during this time has been demonstrated to have
in£uenced the thickness of the Upper Jurassic syn-rift
deposits and possibly controlled local facies variations
(Harris & Fowler, 1987; Cockings et al., 1992; Thomas &
Coward, 1996).
Latest Jurassic^Early Cretaceous
During the latest Jurassic^Early Cretaceous, the majority
of rift-related normal faults became inactive, although the
Graben Boundary Fault continued to be active (e.g. Cher-
ry, 1993; Thomas & Coward, 1996; Copestake et al., 2003;
Fraser et al., 2003). Continued deepening of the basin, dri-
ven by a eustatic sea-level rise, resulted in deposition of
marls in structural lows and marl-limestone cycles on in-
trabasinal structural highs (Copestake et al., 2003). Syn-
chronous with the cessation of basin extension, the South
VikingGraben experienced a period of compression as de-
monstrated by the development of a series of anticlines
which are best expressed in the Late Jurassic to Early Cre-
taceous units (Fig. 1b and c) (e.g. Pegrum & Ljones, 1984;
Cherry, 1993; Knott et al., 1993; 1995; Thomas & Coward,
1996; Knott, 2001; Branther, 2003; Brehm, 2003; Fletcher,
2003a, b). Formation of these compressional structures is
interpreted to be associated with reverse reactivation of
previously extensional faults, the development of localised
thrust structures and possible strike-slip reactivation of
NW-SE trending, basement-involved shear zones (Tho-
mas & Coward, 1996).The origin of inversion in the South
VikingGraben remains controversial, with suggestions in-
cluding far- ¢eld stresses associated with the initiation of
North Atlantic rifting (Knott et al., 1993), noncoaxial
superposition of extensional stresses related to rifting in
either the East Shetland Basin (Thomas & Coward, 1995,
1996) or the Outer Moray Firth (Bartholomew et al., 1993),
gravity-driven crustal shortening (Knott et al., 1995;
Knott, 2001), reactivation of a basement-involved shear
zone (Pegrum&Ljones,1984;Cherry,1993) or hangingwall
rollover into the Late Jurassic rift-related normal faults
(Branther, 2003; Fletcher, 2003a).The timing of initiation
of inversion is equally as controversial, with‘latest’ Jurassic
(Cherry, 1993; Thomas & Coward, 1996; Branther, 2003;
Brehm, 2003; Fletcher, 2003a), and Early Cretaceous (Pe-
grum & Ljones, 1984; Knott et al., 1993) ages being sug-
gested.The variability in ages suggested partly re£ects the
variation in the data sets used for the analysis, with some
studies utilising either low-to-moderate quality 2D seis-
mic data (Pegrum & Ljones, 1984; Knott et al., 1993; Tho-
mas & Coward, 1996) or well data (Branther, 2003; Brehm,
2003; Fletcher, 2003a, b); typically, these two data sets have
not been closely integrated.
DATA SET
The study area is covered by 650km2 of 3D seismic re£ec-
tion data (Fig. 1b) with an inline (NE-SW) and crossline
(NW-SE) spacing of 12.5m and record length of 5.5 s.The
seismic data is displayed with reverse polarity (SEG Eur-
opean convention; Brown, 2004), so that a downward in-
crease in acoustic impedance is represented by a trough
(red) and a downward decrease in acoustic impedance is re-
presented by a peak (black).The vertical scale of the seis-
mic data is in two-way-travel time (TWTT), but
measurements taken from the data (e.g. fault throw, thick-
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Fig. 2. Simpli¢ed stratigraphic column through theMesozoic
stratigraphy of the SouthViking Graben showing the
stratigraphic position and approximate ages of seismic re£ection
events mapped in this study.The structural and/or stratigraphic
signi¢cance of various units is also labelled. E, early;M, middle;
L, late.
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ness of stratigraphic packages) and their derivatives (e.g.
dip of strata or structures) are converted to metres based
onvelocitydata in the available wells and interval velocities
published byThomas & Coward (1996).The vertical reso-
lution is estimated to be 25^35mwithin the interval of in-
terest. Seismic data quality is good to excellent, although
some deterioration in data quality occurs in the eastern
and northern extents of the study area.
Five wells containing a full suite of electrical logs were
also available for this study. Based on these data, nine sur-
faces of chronostratigraphic and/or lithostratigraphic sig-
ni¢cance were identi¢ed, and eight of these were dated
using biostratigraphic techniques. In addition, six of these
surfaces de¢ne a major change in lithology which is asso-
ciatedwith amarked change in the seismic velocity andden-
sity properties of the rock units. Therefore, these surfaces
manifest on seismic data as moderate to high continuity
seismic re£ections which can be mapped over most of the
study area (Fig. 2).The remaining three surfaces, which are
not associated with major lithology changes and/or are be-
low seismic resolution, cannot be mapped but can be con¢ -
dently identi¢ed in and correlated betweenwells.
GEOMETRYAND TEMPORAL
EVOLUTION OF MIDDLE JURASSIC^
LATE JURASSIC STRUCTURES
Although this study focuses on the temporal evolution of
structures associatedwith the latest Jurassic^EarlyCretac-
eous inversion event, a brief overview of the structures as-
sociatedwith theMiddle^Late Jurassic rift event and their
temporal evolution is provided here. This is done as to
provide a spatial structural framework for later description
of the inversion-related structures.
Structural style
The geometry and distribution of structures associated
with the Late Jurassic rift event is best described
using a time-structure map of the top Hugin Formation
(Fig. 3). It should be noted that although this surface lies
above the true pre-rift/syn-rift contact (top Sleipner
Formation; Fig. 2), it does represent the only regionally
mappable seismic re£ection event and accurately illus-
trates the geometry and distribution of the Late Jurassic
structures of interest.Two main normal faults are identi-
¢ed, the most westerly of which is called the Gudrun
Fault. This fault trends NE^SW, is 17 km in length
and has a maximum displacement of 243m (Fig. 3a).The
fault is planar, dips 60^701 towards the NW, and tips
out downwards into the upper part of the Zechstein
Group and upwards into the middle part of the Draupne
Formation (Figs 3a and 4).The hangingwall and footwall
of the Gudrun Fault lacks any signi¢cant secondary
structures.
South-east of the Gudrun Fault, 5 km further up the
hangingwall is the Brynhild Fault. This structure can be
divided into three segments: (i) a southern segmentwhich
strikes N^S, is at least 5 km long and dips towards the W
(BFS; Fig. 3a); (ii) a central segment which trends NE^
SW, is 17 km long and dips towards the NW (BFC;
Fig. 3a); and (iii) a northern segment which trends NW^
SE, is at least 11km long and dips towards the SW (BFN;
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Fig. 3. (a) Time-structure map of the top Hugin Formation seismic re£ection event showing the main Late Jurassic rift-related
structures mapped and the location ofwells used.The location of the seismic section in Fig. 8 is shown. (b) Time-structure map of the
Base Cretaceous Unconformity (BCU) seismic re£ection event showing the main Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous inversion-related
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Fig. 3a). All three segments of the Brynhild Fault are listric
in cross-section and shallow downwards into the upper
part of the Zechstein Group. The upper tips of the fault
segments are located in the upper part ofDraupneForma-
tion (Fig. 4).The Brynhild Fault has a maximum displace-
ment of 425m at the centre of the central segment, with
displacement decreasing gradually along strike towards
the north and south. In contrast to the Gudrun Fault, the
hangingwall of the Brynhild Fault is deformed by numer-
ous secondary structures, including a fault-parallel anti-
cline related to rollover of the hangingwall into the fault,
and a fault-parallel syncline related to normal drag along
the fault (Figs 3a and 4). A series of faults with up to 143m
of displacement are also developedwhich trend parallel to
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Shetland Gp
2 km
500 m
s (TW
TT)
Middle Jurassic
Basement
Zechstein Gp
Triassic
Upper Jurassic
(including Lower Draupne Fm)
Draupne Fm (Upper)
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Fig.4. Seismic (above) and corresponding geoseismic (below) sections across the study area illustrating the geometry and relationship
between Late Jurassic rift-related extensional faults and overlying anticlines related to the Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous inversion
event.The location of the seismic section is shown in Fig. 3b.The location of seismic sections shown in Fig. 7a and c are shown.
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(i.e.NE-SWin the south andNW-SE in the north) and are
either synthetic (i.e. NW-dipping) or antithetic (i.e. SE or
NE-dipping) to the Brynhild Fault (Fig. 3a). These faults
dip 50^601.
Stratigraphic patterns and structural
development
The Gudrun and Brynhild Faults can be demonstrated to
have developed during the main Late Jurassic rift event.
Firstly, a seismic isochron of the Upper Jurassic syn-rift
interval (bound belowby the topHuginFormation seismic
horizon and above by an earliest Volgian £ooding surface;
Fig. 2) demonstrates thickening of this interval across the
Gudrun and Brynhild Faults and several of the lower dis-
placement, normal faults developed in the hangingwall of
the Brynhild Fault (Fig. 5). Secondly, well data also indi-
cate thickening of the Upper Jurassic interval across the
Gudrun and Brynhild Faults (Fig. 6).
As discussed above, the initiation of faulting on the
hangingwall of the South Viking Graben during the Late
Jurassic is interpreted to have occurred in response to
activity on the Graben Boundary Fault, rotation of the
hangingwall and gravity-driven sliding and extension
of the Triassic^Jurassic units above the evaporite-rich
Zechstein Group (Thomas & Coward, 1996). Upward ter-
mination of the Gudrun and Brynhild Faults in the lower
and upper parts of the Draupne Formation, respectively,
indicates that these structures became inactive in the latest
Jurassic.
GEOMETRYAND TEMPORAL
EVOLUTION OF LATESTJURASSIC^
EARLYCRETACEOUS STRUCTURES
In the following section, the structural style and temporal
evolution of structures associated with latest Jurassic^
Early Cretaceous inversion event are examined. Firstly,
the geometry of these structures is examined through
seismic horizon and grid-based attribute analysis (sensu
Brown, 2003), before the temporal evolution of these
structures is inferred from thickness variations and seis-
mic^stratigraphic patterns in the related growth strata.
Structural style
The structural style and distribution of the latest Jurassic^
Early Cretaceous inversion structures is best described
using a time-structure map of the Base Cretaceous Un-
conformity (BCU) seismic horizon. Overall, this horizon
dips 1^31 westwards in response to Cretaceous toTertiary
movement on the Graben Boundary Fault. However,
superimposed on this westward-dip are a number of folds
ofvarying orientations and scales (Fig. 3b). For example, in
the central and south-central parts of the study area, two
anticlines are developedwhich locally project above the lo-
cal dip of the BCU (Figs 3b and 4).The westernmost and
largest of these two structures is called the Gudrun Anti-
cline, which is at least 17 km long and has an amplitude
of 156m (when projected above the local dip of the BCU;
Fig. 4). The Gudrun Anticline can be divided into three
geometrically distinct segments comprising northern and
southern segments which trend NNE^SSW, and a central
segment that trends N-S (Fig. 3b).The Gudrun Anticline
appears to continue to the SW outside of the study area
and dies-out towards the NE. 4.5 km to the SE of the Gu-
drun Anticline a second fold called the Brynhild Anticline
is developed (Fig. 3b). The Brynhild Anticline trends
NNE^SSW and is smaller than the Gudrun Anticline,
being only 4.5 km in length and 130m in amplitude (when
projected above the regional dip of the BCU). In cross-
section both the Gudrun and Brynhild Anticlines are
slightly asymmetric and verge towards the ESE, with dips
of up to 51 on the western limb and dips of up to151 on the
more steeply dipping eastern limb (Figs 4 and 7a, c, d).
When considering the location and orientation of the
Gudrun and Brynhild Anticlines, it is observed that they
are spatially linked to the underlying, Late Jurassic rift-
related normal faults (Figs 3b, 4 and 7a, c, d). For example,
the northern segment of the Gudrun Anticline is located
in the hangingwall of the Gudrun Fault, whereas the
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southern segment is located in the hangingwall of the
Brynhild Fault. The intervening N-S trending segment
of the Gudrun Anticline is located in the area of overlap
between the two faults (Fig. 3b). Furthermore, in some lo-
cations, the length and amplitude of the folds appears to
be related to displacement variations along the underlying
faults. For example, the maximum amplitude of the north-
ern segment of the Gudrun Anticline corresponds to the
location of maximum displacement on the Gudrun Fault
(Fig. 4), and a NE decrease in fold amplitude corresponds
to a similar along strike decrease in fault displacement
(Fig. 3b). The Brynhild Anticline is not located at the
high-displacement centre of the Brynhild Fault, however,
but is located towards the low-displacement, southern tip
of its central segment (Fig. 3b). In contrast to the Gudrun
and Brynhild Anticlines, the Vilje Anticline, which is lo-
cated north of the Gudrun Anticline, is not related to an
underlying,Late Jurassic rift-related fault. Instead, it is lo-
cated directly above an anticline of similar geometry and
scale involvingTriassic to Upper Jurassic units (cf. Fig. 3a
Fig.7. Seismic and corresponding geoseismic sections across inversion-related folds in the study area illustrating the key seismic-
stratigraphic relationships identi¢ed in corresponding growth strata; (a) dip-section across the central part of theGudrunAnticline, (b)
strike-section across the western £ankGudrun Anticline, (c) dip-section across the central part of the Brynhild Anticline, (d) dip-
section across the southern part of theBrynhildAnticline, and (e) dip-section across theViljeAnticline and the northern segment of the
Brynhild Fault. Locations of seismic sections: (a) and (c) are shown in Fig. 4; (b) follows the trace of theGudrunAnticline in Fig. 3b; and
(d) and (e) are shown in Fig. 3b.
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and b), andwhich is interpreted to have formed in response
to hangingwall rollover into the Brynhild Fault. The sig-
ni¢cance of these observations for the interpreting the
origin of the Vilje Anticline is discussed further below.
The ¢nal fold structure considered here is observed at
the western margin of the study area, and is only partially
covered by the available seismic data set.This fold, called
the East Brae Anticline, is located in the hangingwall of
and is parallel to the Graben Boundary Fault (Fig. 3b).
The fold is at least 15 km long and is160m in amplitude.
Two types of reverse faults are associatedwith folding of
the late pre-, syn- and early post-rift strata.The ¢rst type
of fault is located towards the tips of the Gudrun and
Brynhild Faults, and splay o¡ these structures. These
faults cut up section westwards through the hangingwall
syn-rift stratigraphy, dip up to 301 towards the ESE and
have up to 107m of displacement at the structural level of
the top Hugin Formation level (Fig. 8). In map view, the
faults trendNNE^SSWtoNE-SW (i.e. parallel to theLate
Jurassic faults and associated folds) and are up to 750m in
length (Fig. 3a).The second type of reverse fault is only de-
veloped at the crest of the Gudrun Anticline within 600m
of the fold hinge (Fig. 9). Stratigraphically, these faults are
restricted to the upper part of theDraupne Formation and
tip out in the lower part of the Sola or —sgard Formations
(Fig.9b).Like the ¢rst type of reverse fault, these faults also
trend NNE^SSW to NE^SW (i.e. parallel to the Late Jur-
assic normal faults and associated folds) and dip up to 431,
either towards the NW-WNWor SE-SSE (Fig. 9b and c).
At the structural level of theBCU, these reverse faults have
up to 42m of displacement (Fig.9b).
Stratigraphic patterns
Having established the structural framework of the inver-
sion-related folds within the study area, seismic and well
data are integrated to deduce the temporal evolution of
these structures. Four seismic re£ections of either lithos-
tratigraphic and/or chronostratigraphic signi¢cance were
mapped within the Upper Jurassic to Early Cretaceous
interval of interest (Fig. 2). As these seismic horizons re-
present timelines within the data set, detailed three-
dimensional mapping, isochron maps and analysis of key
seismic-stratigraphic relationships provide insights into
the temporal and spatial variation of accommodation
through time, which may be related to the evolution of
the inversion-related structures investigated here (cf.
Cartwright, 1989).
Upper Draupne formation (138^148Ma)
Seismic-stratigraphy
The upperDraupneFormation unit is late EarlyVolgian to
Late Ryazanian in age and is bound below by a regionally
developed £ooding surface and above by the BCU (Fig.
2). The upper Draupne Formation is thickest (249m) in
the NWof the study area in the axis of the South Viking
Graben, and thins to the east towards the basin margin
and to the south towards a NW-SE trending structural
high located just outside of the southern limit of the study
area (Figs 1b and 10a). Local thinning of the upper
Draupne Formation across the northern segment of the
Gudrun Anticline is also identi¢ed within the study area
(Figs 7a, b and 10a). The isochron ‘thin’ associated with
the Gudrun Anticline is orientated NNE^SSW, o¡set
600m to theWNWof the present-day crest of theGudrun
Anticline and is ca. 10 km2 in area (Fig. 10a). In detail, it is
observed that thinning of the upper Draupne Formation
across the Gudrun Anticline is not equally distributed
through the unit; a lower sub-unit, bound below by the
base upper Draupne Formation seismic re£ection and
above by positive (black) seismic re£ection event, displays
much less pronounced thinning across the fold compared
with an overlying sub-unit which thins markedly across
the fold (Fig. 7a). Thinning of the uppermost sub-unit is
accommodated by low-angle onlap onto the internal seis-
mic re£ection event which separates the two sub-units.
Thinning of the upper Draupne Formation also occurs
across the Vilje and East Brae Anticlines (Figs 7e and 10).
Although seismic data is relatively poor across the Vilje
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sections across the southern tip of the central segment of
Brynhild Fault (BFC) illustrating the development of a reverse
fault in the immediate hangingwall of the fault. See Fig. 3a for
location of seismic section.
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Anticline, thinning of the upper Draupne Formation
appears to be characterised by overall convergence of seis-
mic re£ections events rather than well-de¢ned onlap
either at the base of or within the unit itself (Fig.7e). Final-
ly, the upper Draupne Formation does not display any
thickness variations across the Brynhild Anticline (Figs
7c, d and10a).
Well data
A correlation panel illustrating the stratigraphic architec-
ture of the upper Draupne Formation indicates that the
unit can be internally subdivided into four sub-units de-
¢ned by three regionally developed £ooding surfaces (i.e.
Units A-D bound by surfaces FS1-4; Fig.11), and a locally
developed, late Middle Volgian unconformity, which may
represent either an erosional surface or a surface of nonde-
position/condensation (i.e. UNC1 in15/3-1S; Fig.11).
Well data indicate that the upper Draupne Formation
is thickest in 15/3-7 (e.g. 146m; Fig. 11) and thins to the
SE towards the basin margin (e.g. o63m in 15/3-4;
Fig. 11). Thinning of the unit towards the basin margin is
associated with convergence of the four internal £ooding
surfaces (i.e. FS1-4; Fig. 11). As indicated by the seismic
data, marked local variations in the thickness of the upper
DraupneFormation are observed in the vicinity of theGu-
drunAnticline, with the unit being thicker on the margins
of the anticline (e.g.94m in15/3-3 and146m in15/3-7; Fig.
11) than on the crest of the structure (e.g. 88.4m in15/3-1S;
Fig.11). Signi¢cant spatial variations in key stratal surfaces
within the upper Draupne Formation are associated with
thinning of the unit onto theGudrunAnticline. For exam-
ple, on the margins on the Gudrun Anticline, £ooding
surfaces of Middle (FS3) and late Middle Volgian (FS4)
age are present (e.g. in 15/3-7), but these surfaces, and the
unit they bound, are absent on the crest of the structure
(e.g. in 15/3-1S; Fig. 11). In addition, the late Middle Vol-
gian unconformity is only developed on and appears to
die-out downdip from the crest of the Gudrun Anticline
(UNC1; Fig. 11). There are three ways of interpreting the
relationship between the key stratal surface towards the
crest of theGudrunAnticline: (i) if the lateMiddleVolgian
unconformity is interpreted as a surface of nondeposition
or marine condensation it may represent the ‘composite’
expression of the Middle (FS3) and late Middle Volgian
(FS4) £ooding surfaces as they amalgamate updip; (ii) if
the upper Draupne Formation unconformity represents
an erosional unconformity it may be interpreted that the
Middle (FS3) and late Middle Volgian (FS4) £ooding sur-
faces are eroded out beneath this surface; or (iii) the upper
of the two £ooding surfaces (i.e. FS4) may pass laterally
into and represent the time-equivalent, basinward corre-
lative conformity to the unconformity (as interpreted in
Fig.11).
500 m
(a)
(c)
(b)
Fig.9. (a) Base Cretaceous Unconformity (BCU) time-structure map indicating the location of the dip attribute map displayed in (c).
Key to structures is the same as in Fig. 3b. (b) Seismic (above) and corresponding geoseismic (below) sections illustrating the cross-
sectional geometry of a series of reverse faults near the hinge of the Gudrun Anticline. Location of seismic section is shown in (c).
(c) Geological interpretation (left) of a dip attribute map (right) illustrating the map-view geometry and distribution of low-
displacement reverse faults near the hinge of the Gudrun Anticline. Location of maps is shown in (a).
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—sgard Formation (138^121Ma)
Seismic-stratigraphy
The—sgardFormation isAptian in age and is bound below
by the BCU seismic horizon and above by the top —sgard
Formation seismic horizon (Fig. 2).The—sgardFormation
is thickest (up to 313m) in theNWandSWof the study area
within the two synclinal depocentres in the axis of the
SouthViking Graben, and thins eastwards towards the ba-
sin margin (Fig.10b). Although this regional thickness dis-
tribution is similar to the underlying unit, in contrast to
the upperDraupneFormation, the—sgardFormation does
not only thin across the northern segment of the Gudrun
Anticline, but also thins across the central and southern
segments of this structure (Figs 7a, b and10b).Accordingly,
the —sgard Formation isochron ‘thin’ is signi¢cantly larger
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(38 km2) than that observed for the upperDraupneForma-
tion (i.e. 10 km2). In addition, it is noted that the centre of
this isochron ‘thin’ is o¡set 2 km NWof the present-day
crest of the Gudrun Anticline, 1.4 km further to the NW
than the isochron ‘thin’ observed in the upper Draupne
Formation (cf. Fig. 10a and b). Although the frequency
content of the seismic data is quite low at this depth and
interpretation of seismic-stratigraphic stratal termina-
tions is equivocal, across the western £ank of the Gudrun
Anticline where seismic data quality is best, thinning of
the —sgard Formation appears to be accommodated by
either low-angle onlap (northern and southern margins
of the fold; Fig. 7d) or possibly low-angle truncation be-
neath the upper, unit-bounding seismic re£ection (south-
ern margin of the fold; Fig. 7a).
In contrast to the underlying upperDraupneFormation
which displays no thickness variations with respect to the
Brynhild Anticline, the —sgard Formation thins across
this structure (Figs 7c, d and10b). As for theGudrunAnti-
cline, due to the relatively low seismic frequency at this
depth, and partly due to a gas chimney developed above
the Brynhild Anticline, it is di⁄cult to con¢dently inter-
pret the internal architecture of the —sgard Formation
with respect to this structure. However, a combination of
observations from several seismic sections across the
structure suggests that thinning is accommodated by on-
lap of the lowermost part of the unit onto the BCUwhich
bounds its base (Fig. 7c and d). Finally, the —sgard Forma-
tion thins across both the Vilje (Figs 7e and 10b) and East
Brae Anticlines (Fig.10b).
Well data
Wireline log data and sidewall core reports indicate that
where the—sgardFormation is thickest, the unit can be in-
ternally subdivided into a lower marl-dominated unit up
to 32m thick, and an upper interbedded marl-limestone
unit up to 95m thick (15/3-7; Fig.11). As indicated by seis-
mic-stratigraphic analysis of the unit, well data indicate
local thickness variations in the —sgard Formation in the
vicinity of the Gudrun Anticline. For example, the unit is
87m thick on the crest of the structure (e.g.15/3-1S;Fig.11)
and thickens downdip to 154m (e.g. 15/3-7; Fig. 11) and
116m (e.g.15/3-3; Fig.11) on the margins of the structure.
When considering the distribution of the lower marl-
dominated and upper interbedded marl-limestone units
in the —sgard Formationwith respect to the studied struc-
tures and the overall thickness variations described above,
it is observed that the lower marl-dominated unit is only
developed in the synclinal low between the Gudrun and
Brynhild Anticlines and is absent on the crest of the for-
mer structure. In this location only the upper interbedded
marl-limestone unit is present (Fig.11). It is unclear if the
stratal surface de¢ning the boundary between these two
sub-units is only present in the synclinal low to the SE of
theGudrunAnticline and onlaps the margins of the struc-
ture, or whether this surfaces passes laterally into a con-
formable and subtle surface on the crest of the fold.
Sola Formation (121^106Ma)
Seismic-stratigraphy
The Sola Formation is Early Albian in age and is bound
above and below by the top—sgardFormation and top Sola
Formation seismic horizons, respectively (Fig. 2).TheSola
Formation is up to172m thick and is thickest in the N and
SWof the study area and thins to the E towards the basin
margin (Fig. 10c). As observed for the underlying units,
the Sola Formation displays marked thickness variations
with respect to the Gudrun Anticline (Fig. 10c).The Sola
Formation is most similar to the upper Draupne Forma-
tion in that it only thins across the northern segment of
the Gudrun Anticline (cf. Fig. 10a and c); this contrasts
with the immediately underlying —sgard Formationwhich
thins across the entire length of this fold (cf. Fig.10b and c).
When considering the location of the isochron ‘thin’with-
in the Sola Formation, it is observed that the centre of the
‘thin’ is located 1.4 km to the NWof the present-day crest
of the Gudrun Anticline (Fig. 10c). As for the underlying
units the internal architecture of the Sola Formation is
poorly resolved on seismic data and this, combined with
the relatively thin nature of the unit, result in it being dif-
¢cult to determine if thinning of the unit across the Gu-
drun Anticline is accommodated by basal onlap onto the
lowermost unit-bounding re£ection or intraformational-
onlaps within the unit (Fig. 7a and b). Although it is gently
folded across these structures, the Sola Formation displays
only minor thickness variations with respect to the East
Brae, Brynhild and Vilje Anticlines (Fig. 7c^e).
Well data
The Sola Formation displays similar overall thickness var-
iations to the underlying upper Draupne and —sgard For-
mations, being thinnest on the crest of the Gudrun
Anticline (e.g. 17m in 15/3-1S) and thickening eastwards
(e.g. 29m in 15/3-7) away from the crest of the structure
(Fig.11).The unit then thins eastwards towards the eastern
basin margin (e.g. 34m in15/3-4).
Uppermost Lower Cretaceous to Upper
Cretaceous (106^65Ma)
Seismic-stratigraphy
The seismic-stratigraphic unit above the Sola Formation
is bound above by the top Cretaceous seismic horizon
and encompasses stratigraphic units of latest EarlyCretac-
eous toLateCretaceous age (Fig. 2).Within this unit a low-
er sub-unit can be identi¢ed which is bound above by a
negative (red) re£ection event and is interpreted to corre-
spond to the Rdby Formation (Late Albian) and Blodks
Formation (EarlyTuronian) (Fig. 7a^d). Although this unit
cannot be mapped regionally, seismic sections indicate
that the lowermost re£ection events within this unit
(which are within the Rdby Formation based on ties to
well data) onlaps onto the underlying top Sola Formation
seismic horizon across both theGudrun andBrynhildAn-
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ticlines (Fig. 7a^d).TheUpper Cretaceous units above the
Rdby Formation (including the Blodks Formation; Fig.
7a^d) are generally more uniform in thickness across the
inversion-related folds and display neither basal onlaps
onto underlying units nor internal, intraformational on-
laps. Subtle thinning of the post-Rdby, Upper Cretac-
eous unit is observed across the Gudrun Anticline,
superimposed on an overall gradual thickening towards
the Graben Boundary Fault in the west (Fig.10d).
Well data
Well data in the vicinity of the Gudrun Anticline indicate
that theRdbyFormation thins onto the present-day crest
of the structure (e.g. from102m in15/3-7 to 49.5m in15/3-
1S), thereby corroborating the observation of basal onlap
in this unit as presented in the seismic-stratigraphic
above. In contrast, the overlying Blodks Formation thick-
ens slightly (from107m in15/3-7 to 125m in15/3-1S) onto
the present-day crest of the Gudrun Anticline, an obser-
vation which is consistent with the seismic-stratigraphic
observation that the post-Rdby, Upper Cretaceous unit
thickens gradually westwards towards the Graben Bound-
ary Fault and does not thin markedly onto the crests of lo-
cal folds.
TIMING OF INVERSION ANDMIGRATION
OFASSOCIATED DEFORMATION
When utilising growth-strata to determine the timing of
inversion in sedimentary basins, it is important to under-
stand that thickness variations in these units may be in£u-
enced by three key factors: (i) regional subsidence
patterns; (ii) regional and local variations in sediment sup-
ply and erosion; and (iii) local syn-depositional deforma-
tion of the sea£oor (as indicated by stratal onlaps) (cf.
Cartwright, 1989). When considering these factors, it is
proposed that the regional subsidence pattern is well con-
strained within the study area, with subsidence (and sedi-
ment thickness) gradually increasing towards the NW
due to activity on the Graben Boundary Fault; thus any
variation to this general pattern can be ascribed to local,
inversion-related structures. In addition, regional and
local variations in sediment supply are considered to be
well-constrained, because deposition occurred largely by
suspension fallout of ¢ne-grained clastic and carbonate
material in a distal, deep-water environment. As such, de-
position is interpreted to have been relatively uniform
across the study area and, therefore, it is anticipated that
regional or local variations in sediment supply are not pri-
marily responsible for thickness variations observed in the
studied stratigraphic units. Finally, it is interpreted that
thickness variations in coeval growth strata are not signif-
icantly a¡ected by sedimentary processes (e.g. erosion by
gravity- £ow deposits, slumping within growth strata) as
the structures of interestwere developing in a distal basin-
£oor location where deposition was dominated by low-
energy processes. Furthermore, the lack of truncation of
seismic re£ections beneath overlying re£ections within
the studied growth strata suggests no or minimal erosion
occurred during deposition. Having established that the
stratigraphic patterns in the units studied here are most
likely the function of syn-depositional deformation of the
sea£oor during inversion-related structural growth, a
model describing the timing and migration of inversion
on the hangingwall dipslope of the South Viking Graben
can be proposed.
Stage 1 ^ late EarlyVolgian to Late Ryazanian
(148^138Ma)
The switch from thickening of the Oxfordian to earliest
Volgian syn-rift interval (i.e. Fig. 6) to thinning of the over-
lying late Early Volgian to Late Ryazanian interval into the
hangingwall of the Gudrun Fault (i.e. Figs 6 and 11), indi-
cates that initiation of growth of theGudrunAnticline oc-
curred during the late Early Volgian (Fig. 12a and b). The
similarity of the plan-view trends of the Gudrun Fault
and Gudrun Anticline (Fig. 3a and b), and the cross-sec-
tional geometry of the associated syn-rift units (Fig. 7a),
argues that uplift was caused by buttressing of syn-rift
hangingwall units against theGudrunFault (Fig.12b).This
transition from a site of net subsidence and accommoda-
tion increase to one of net uplift and accommodation de-
crease is a characteristic feature of inverted extensional
basins (e.g. Hayward &Graham, 1989;Williams et al., 1989;
Turner &Williams, 2004). In terms of the spatial variation
of uplift, during the earliest stages of compression, uplift
was restricted to the northern segment of theGudrunAn-
ticline (Fig. 12a), with the locus of uplift located ca. 600m
west of the present-day crest of the structure.
With respect to the late Early Volgian age proposed for
the initiation of growth of theGudrunAnticline, it should
be noted that reverse reactivation of normal faults may
have initiated earlier at-depth within pre-Zechstein
Group ‘basement’, before the e¡ects of this compression
became expressed topographically at the depositional sur-
face. Accordingly, the late Early Volgian age suggested here
should be considered the youngest age for the initiation of
compression.The same uncertainty also applies to young-
er (i.e. Early Cretaceous) inversion-related folds. In addi-
tion, it is di⁄cult to determine if inversion was associated
with reverse reactivation of the supra-Zechstein, Late Jur-
assic normal faults or whether compression was accom-
modated solely by folding of the basin¢ll. It is clear,
however, that no null point or null line (sensu Hayward &
Graham, 1989; Williams et al., 1989; Turner & Williams,
2004) can be identi¢ed in the post-Zechstein Group units
adjacent to any of the faults, suggesting that reverse reacti-
vation, if it occurred, was minor, and folding of the basin-
¢ll accommodated the majority of compression. Folding of
the hangingwall strata was also accommodated by the de-
velopment of relatively small- scale reverse faults which
splayed o¡ the Late Jurassic faults and propagated out-
wards into the lower part of the hangingwall syn-rift stra-
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(a) late Early Volgian to Late Ryazanian (148-138 Ma) 
(d) Late Albian (106-100 Ma)
(b) Aptian (138-121 Ma)
(c) Early Albian (121-106 Ma)
Fig.12. A series of schematic map-view and corresponding cross-section reconstructions illustrating the development of the
inversion-related Gudrun, East Brae and Brynhild Anticlines during Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous compression. On map-view the
grey shaded areas indicate undergoing inversion-related uplift and on the cross- section the grey dashed lines illustrate the structural
con¢guration from the previous time interval. (a) Stage1 (148^138Ma) ^ Late Early Volgian to Late Ryazanian (corresponding to the
upperDraupneFormation; cf. Fig.10a); (b) Stage 2 (138^121Ma) ^ Aptian (corresponding to the—sgardFormation; cf. Fig.10b); (c) Stage
3 (121^106Ma) ^ Early Albian (corresponding to the Sola Formation; cf. Fig.10c); (d) Stage 4 (106^100Ma) ^ LateAlbian (corresponding
to the RdbyFormation; see Fig. 7a^c). Note that the cross- sections do not illustrate westwards rotation of the hangingwall in response
activity on the Graben Boundary Fault located to the west.
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tigraphy (Fig.12a and b). It should be noted that determin-
ing whether reverse faulting initiated relatively early dur-
ing the inversion event (i.e. late Early to Late Volgian) or
after signi¢cant additional shortening is di⁄cult due to
the absence of growth strata adjacent to these structures
(e.g. Fig. 8).
Although similar in terms of scale to the Gudrun,
Brynhild and East Brae Anticlines, it is interpreted that
the Vilje Anticline formed during the Late Jurassic due to
hangingwall rollover into theBrynhildFault, and is not the
product of inversion.‘Growth’of theVilje Anticline during
the Early Cretaceous is attributed to di¡erential compac-
tion of mudstone-dominated Upper Jurassic units (i.e.
the Heather and Draupne Formations) across this sand-
stone-cored (i.e. the Sleipner andHugin formations), Late
Jurassic structural high.
Stage 2 ^ Aptian (138^121Ma)
During the Aptian, the Gudrun Anticline continued to
grow not only via vertical ampli¢cation but also via lateral
propagation, and uplift of this structure was now occur-
ring along its northern, central and southern segments
(Fig.12c and d). In addition, a comparison of thickness var-
iations displayed between the —sgard Formation and
upper Draupne Formation suggest that the locus of fold
ampli¢cation on the northern segment of the anticline
had migrated 1.4 km to the NNE (Fig. 12c).Without a full
geometric analysis of the fold (e.g. structural restoration),
the exact cause of this migration in the locus of fold ampli-
¢cation is unclear. It may be speculated, however, that
migration of the locus of fold ampli¢cation partly re£ects
tightening of the Gudrun Anticline due to ongoing
compression and/or kinematic interference with the
now-growing East Brae Anticline (see below and Fig. 12b).
Coalescence of theGudrun andEast BraeAnticlines led to
the development of a NW-SE-trending structural high
between the two structures (Fig.12c and d).
In addition to vertical and lateral growth of theGudrun
Anticline, growth of both the Brynhild and East Brae An-
ticlines also commenced in the Aptian (Fig.12c and d). As
for the Gudrun Anticline, the plan-view (i.e. Fig. 3b) and
cross-sectional (i.e. Figs 4 and 7) relationship of the Bryn-
hildFault, anticline and associated stratigraphic units sug-
gests that buttressing of the Upper Jurassic hangingwall
units against the adjacent fault was the main mechanism
of fold growth (Fig.12c and d).
As demonstrated for the latest Jurassic (i.e. late Early
Volgian-Late Ryazanian) stratal units, inversion-related
fold growth resulted in the development of sea£oor topo-
graphy during the Aptian (Fig. 12c and d). Determining if
fold growth in£uenced the development and distribution
of key stratal surfaces in Aptian stratigraphic units is di⁄ -
cult, however, due to a lack of detailed biostratigraphic
data. For example, with respect to the Gudrun Anticline,
it is unclear if: (i) the intra-—sgard surface onlaps the mar-
gins of this structure and the underlying unit is absent on
the crest of the fold (i.e. as interpreted on Fig.11); or (ii) the
intra-—sgard surface passes updip into an unidenti¢ed,
correlative surface; this interpretation implies that
the lower marl-dominated lower sub-unit passes laterally
into a interbedded marl-limestone unit on the crest of
the fold.
Stage 3 ^ Early Albian (121^106Ma) and Late
Albian (106^100Ma)
Seismic and well observations from the Sola Formation
(Early Albian) suggest that the northern segment of the
Gudrun Anticline and the East Brae Anticline continued
to growduring theEarlyAlbian, albeit over a slightly smaller
map-view area than during previous times (cf. Fig. 10c and
b; also seeFig.12e and f).Continued tightening of the inver-
sion-related folds during the Albian resulted in the propa-
gation of reverse faults away from the normal faults into the
hangingwall stratigraphy (Fig.12d). A series of reverse faults
also developed in the Late Volgian to Early Albian strata
towards the crest of the Gudrun Anticline (e.g. Fig. 9).The
lack of thickness variations in the Sola Formation adjacent
to the Brynhild Anticline (i.e.Fig. 7c and d), however,
suggests this structure was inactive at this time (Fig.12c).
As stated above, although the Rdby Formation (Late
Albian) cannot bemapped in detail adjacent to the folds dis-
cussed here, onlap patterns from seismic cross-sections
(e.g. Fig. 7a^c) and thickness variations in well data (e.g.
Fig. 11) suggests ongoing growth of the Gudrun Anticline,
reactivation of the Brynhild Anticline and possible contin-
ued growth of the East Brae Anticline (Fig.12d).
Stage 4 ^ post-Albian (100^65Ma)
Growth of all the folds associated with the latest Jurassic-
Early Cretaceous inversion event is interpreted to have
ceased by the EarlyTuronian, based on well data which in-
dicates that the Blodks Formation thickens onto the crest
of theGudrunAnticline; this contrastswith all underlying
stratal units which thin onto this structure (Fig.11). Over-
all westwards thickening of the post-Albian, Upper Cre-
taceous units is caused by subsidence in the SouthViking
Graben related to ongoing activity on the Graben Bound-
ary Fault. Local thinning of this unit across the Gudrun
and East Brae Anticlines is interpreted to re£ect di¡eren-
tial compaction of these mudstone-dominated units
across the buried, inversion-related structural highs,
rather than active, inversion-related growth of the struc-
tures themselves (cf. Gomez & Verges, 2005).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this section the generic applications of this study for de-
termining the initiation and timescale of inversion in sedi-
mentary basins are considered, before discussing the local
importance of the study for understanding the timing of
inversion in the SouthViking Graben.
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Constraining the timing of inversion in
sedimentary basins
Constraining the timing of inversion has been demon-
strated to have important implications for reconstructing
plate motions, generating regional and local palaeogeo-
graphic reconstructions and assessing hydrocarbon pro-
spectivity in sedimentary basins. Accordingly, much
research has focused on constraining the timing of inver-
sion events using a subsurface (e.g. Badley etal., 1989; Cart-
wright, 1989; Underhill, 1991; Bulnes & McClay, 1998;
Davies etal., 2004;Turner&Williams, 2004) or ¢eld-based
(e.g. McClay et al., 1989; Dart et al., 1995; Knott et al., 1995;
Nemc ok et al., 1995; Glen et al., 2005) approach, both of
which have distinct advantages and disadvantages. For ex-
ample, subsurface studies using 2D or 3D seismic data
allow the geometry and distribution of even the largest
inversion-related structures to be mapped. In contrast, out-
crops used in ¢eld-based studies are typically signi¢cantly
smaller than the structure or structures under study, thus
it may be extremely di⁄cult, for example, to fully character-
ise the geometry of and relationship between the original
extensional structures and subsequent inversion-related
structures. Field studies do bene¢t from permitting de-
tailed analysis of micro- and meso-scale structures devel-
oped during inversion which may provide insights into the
kinematic if not temporal evolution of inversion-related
structures (e.g. Dart et al., 1995; Nemc ok et al., 1995; Glen et
al., 2005). In the ¢eld, insights into the timing of inversion
can also be gained from detailed analysis of the architecture
and facies distribution within growth strata adjacent to in-
version-related structures, but only if accurate age con-
straints can be placed on such strata.
Where outcrops are of su⁄cient size, the degree of in-
version-related shortening is relatively low and growth-
strata are preserved and dated, important insights into
the processes and products of inversion can be made. For
example, the Niigata-Shin’etsu basin in central Japan,
which originated as a series of half-grabens during the
Early to Middle Miocene, underwent a phase of inversion
during theLateMiocene.This event resulted in reverse re-
activation of the basin-bounding faults, and uplift and
folding of the syn-rift and early post-rift basin ¢ll into a
series of en-echelon, fault-parallel periclines (Takano,
2002;Takano etal., 2005).The folds are symmetric to asym-
metric, 1^4 km in width, 1km in amplitude and have
moderate to steep limb dips, thus are of comparable width
if not elevation to those described from the SouthViking
Graben. The key to constraining a Late Miocene age for
the initiation of the inversion event in this example was
the creation of regional isopach maps which indicated
thinning of the syn-inversion stratigraphic units across
the inversion-related periclines. In addition stratal onlap
within and pinchouts of syn-inversion units onto the
£anks of the periclines are observed (Takano et al., 2005).
The methodology utilised and observations made in this
outcrop example are, therefore, similar to those described
in the study presented here.
The study presented here indicates that a relatively sim-
ple, integrated approach utilising 3D seismic, well and
biostratigraphic data may provide important insights into
the timing of inversion in sedimentary basins. A similar
approach has previously been utilised to determine the
timing of inversion, using relatively closely-spaced 2D
seismic data tied to wells (e.g. Nygaard et al., 1983; Cart-
wright, 1989; Bulnes & McClay, 1998) or 3D seismic data
which, although of high-quality, lacked well data (e.g. Da-
vies et al., 2004). It should be noted that even when high-
quality biostratigraphic data is available to constrain the
age (and geometry) of growth strata below that a¡orded by
seismic data, a similar resolution problem may still exist
due to biostratigraphic analysis being only able to resolve
stratigraphic ages down to a fewmillionyears.Accordingly,
the inferred timing of inversion initiation based on strati-
graphic patterns within growth strata will be slightly erro-
neous. Furthermore, when well and/or biostratigraphic
data is lacking, studies using high-quality seismic data
are hampered by a lack of vertical resolution at signi¢cant
burial depths. For example, the Volgian-age seismic onlap
surface used in this study to de¢ne the onset of inversion
(e.g. Fig. 7a^c)may be the seismic expression of an interval
of stratigraphy which potentially represents several mil-
lion years.Thus, in the absence in of well/biostratigraphic
data to corroborate seismic observations, it would not be
possible to further constrain the onset of inversion growth
beyond this temporal resolution (see discussion by
Cartwright, 1989).
In summary, therefore, analysis of subsurface data sets
provides a useful method to determine the timing of inver-
sion in sedimentary basins. Field-based studies of well-
exposed structures are still required to analyse the detailed
geometry and kinematic evolution of secondary structures
and the architecture of growth strata, both ofwhich may be
below the resolution of even the highest quality seismic re-
£ection and biostratigraphic data sets.
Timingof inversion in the SouthViking Graben
This study suggests that inversion on the hangingwall of
the South Viking Graben lasted for ca. 42Myr, having in-
itiated in the late Early Volgian and ceasing in the Late Al-
bian. These data, therefore, provide tighter temporal
constraints on this event than the previously suggested
‘latest Jurassic’ and ‘Early Cretaceous’ initiation ages
(Thomas & Coward, 1995, 1996; Knott, 2001). A detailed
study utilising closely spaced well data in Block 16/17,
located 20 km to the SW of the present study area, con-
cluded that a series of folds in the immediate hangingwall
of the Graben Boundary Fault had developed in the late
Middle Volgian (Cherry, 1993). Growth of these inver-
sion-related structures is, therefore, broadly synchronous
with those described in this study.‘Late Jurassic’ages have
also been suggested for other fault-parallel folds present
along the western margin of the basin, implying that inver-
sion was broadly synchronous within the South Viking
Graben (Knott, 2001; Fletcher, 2003a, b).
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Although this study provides temporal constraints on the
growth of inversion-related structures in the SouthViking
Graben, it is stressed that the interpretations presented
here are not su⁄ciently regional in nature to allow any sig-
ni¢cant conclusions to be drawn on the origin of compres-
sion in the South Viking Graben. However, the
observation that structures interpreted to be related to in-
version are developed on the hangingwall of the basin,
some15 km eastwards of the Graben Boundary Fault, sug-
gests that compression in the SouthViking Graben is not
restricted to the basin margin and, therefore, hangingwall
rollover into the Graben Boundary Fault cannot be the
general mechanism responsible for the formation of folds
within the SouthVikingGraben (Branther, 2003).With re-
spect to other mechanisms proposed for the origin of in-
version in the SouthVikingGraben, a more regional study
would be required to test models which invoke noncoaxial
superposition of compressional stress related to extension
in neighbouring basins (Bartholomew et al., 1993; Hibbert
&Mackertich,1993;Thomas&Coward,1995,1996). In par-
ticular, it would have to be demonstrated that extension
within these basins occurred in Early Volgian to Late Al-
bian times andwas, therefore, synchronouswith compres-
sion and inversion in the SouthViking Graben.
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